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Trial-Live Competition Office 
The package consists of four components: 

• The Trial-Live Competition Office application. There are two parts: 

o Part 1 supports the competition office activities on the day of the event: 

▪ Registration, late registration, and license collection 

▪ Technical check 

▪ Documentation of the lap results 

▪ Generation of result lists 

▪ Update of the championship standings 

▪ Creating live ticker news 

o Part 2 supports the competition preparation process upfront: 

▪ Creation/check of the participant data set 

▪ Creation and configuration of the competition (categories, laps, sections, 

scorings, arbiter logins for the mobile point entry in the section) 

• The web app for arbiters for decentral point entry in each section via mobile devices like 

smartphone and tablets. 

• The end user view (technically these are the web pages on trial-live.de resp. the local 

overview html pages) and 

• The competition services from Gäu-Software (web server infrastructure, configuration of 

the environment, maintenance of the championship/competition links on the web server). 

In this document describes all processes and how you need to act in the different situations. The 

description for the end users is documented on trial-live.de (https://trial-live.de/intro/) and there 

is a help link on the index page of each competition. 

Installation 

Unpack the ZIP file in any folder of your choice. 

After unpacking, you will find within the folder TrialLiveWKB_<version> following subfolders: 

• app – contains all data for the application, including license and legal information for 

third parts libraries used 

• data – contains four documents with predefined data sets used for drop-down lists in the 

participant dialog: “license type“, “referrer“, “club“ und “make“ (of the motor cycle) (check 

out the section Import Data for more details) as well as a file containing additional text 

shown on the generated registration list 

• doc – contains this documentation as well as the description for the mobile app for data 

entry 

• exports – any exported data will be written to this folder 

• img – after the installation there are two empty templates available, which you can 

modify to add logos or sponsor banners to the generated PDF documents 

• listen – contains all lists that are generated during (or before) a competition: registration 

lists, result lists, technical check list, starter lists 

• log – contains log files, that could help in error situations 

https://trial-live.de/intro/
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• competitions – this folder name is localized (i.e. “veranstaltungen” in German, “soutěže” in 

Czech, …) and contains a subfolder per competition with all relevant competition data. 

Within the competition folder you will find 

o htdocs – contains the created local web pages for the overview and favorite 

views as well as the starter web page (for competitions with individual start 

times). These can be used, if no mobile point entry is sued or this is a competition 

with no internet access and you want to present the results on a local monitor. 

After unpacking the ZIP file, please launch the file language.bat for the first time to select the 

language of choice for the program. After the initial start, this script will be removed and replaced 

by Trial-Live.bat with the modified language settings configured. For future starts, just double 

click the Trial-Live.bat script. 

Preparations 

Define Content for Drop-Down Menus 

If the online registration is used, then this data is automatically downloaded from there and you 

do not need to further configure anything. 

In directory data you find different csv files that can be modified/extended according to the 

defined scheme. Please see details in the appendix. 

For clubs, license types, motor bikes as well as referrers/associations you can modify the 

content for the drop-down lists used in the participant dialog. This needs to be done before the 

first start of the program as the content is stored in the newly generated database. 

Changing and Adding Logos 

All generated lists can show a logo in the upper right corner of the document. On results lists 

you can additionally show sponsor logos in the footer. To enable the use of logos you need to 

make following modifications in directory img: 

You can modify the two files “logo.png“ and “sponsors.png“ with an image editor (e.g. Paint). If 

one or both files are removed from img or are renamed, no logos will be visible in the generated 

PDFs. 

If more than one championship is supported on the same system, or a competition is scored for 

more than one championship, than the file „logo.png“ can be changed as follows: for each 

championship or newly created scoring an extra file named logo_<scoring abbreviation>.png can 

be added. These files will be used for the result lists over the default file “logo.png“. 

Modifying Registration List Text 

To change the default text on the registration PDF document, either delete or modify the content 

of the file data/registration.txt.  

After Starting the Program 

You will see one of the following options after starting the program: 

• You are asked to enter the licenses key for a competition or 
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• You are asked to select from a given list of competitions (or choose “New competition”) 

 

If the competition is part of a championship and you are connected to the internet, then the 

competition configuration data is automatically loaded from trial-live.de and you only need to do 

a few adaptions before the race. 

For single events you need to add information of categories. 

If you are not connected to the internet, you are asked to configure the competition, i.e. add 

competition information, and the category definition: 

For all cases you need to define the section information. 

Participant data should be initially loaded via the data import function (e.g. from a .csv file, which 

can be produced using programs like MS Excel). Alternatively, you can add all data manually 

using the program. 

When starting the program, after selecting the competition you will be asked whether to align 

the data with the online registration: 

 

If the acknowledged and no online registration is used for the event, the data will be merged with 

an empty record (so basically nothing will change). 

Participant data for championships are encrypted and stored on trial-live.de, so that each 

organizer has the latest data set available, when they configure their event. 

Following data need to be configured for each competition: 

Start time of each category or for each participant using the start time generator. Driving time for 

each category, optionally section information, assignment of the categories to the sections, 

optionally additional categories, and scorings. 
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The User Interface 

There are two main areas, one used during the event to take care of the registration process, the 

entry of the lap results, feeding the live ticker and generating the results lists. The second area is 

used for configuration during event preparation. Through the tab “configuration” a second row of 

tabs becomes visible that are contain the different configuration masks. 

In the next two chapters each of the tabs in those windows is described in more details. 

Tab Introduction 

On this tab you find a short introduction for each of the tabs. 

If you have a PDF-Reader installed, you can launch this file using the button “Documentation“. 

Tab Preparation 

First you see a hint that general competition details need to be validated/adapted using tab 

“configuration”. 

Then the event will be prepared in a few steps: 

Step 1: You can switch to another configured event as well as modify the selected event data 

(“Change Values…”). 

Step 2: If there are no participant data available or you want to replace the current data or load 

additional data, you can use comma separated values lists to mass load data. Information about 

the data format can be found in the appendix (“Import…”). 

If the online registration is used, the participant data is initially loaded from that database and 

merged with locally available data. All registered riders are automatically marked as registered. 
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Using the “Download” button you can manually re-merge the online data with the local data. 

Hint: no local data will be deleted. 

With step three you can decide whether you only want to create local data or whether you 

connect to the trial-live.de server. When pressing Connect the local data is synchronized to trial- 

In step four you can decide to show the local result page, the result page on trial-live.de or the 

local starters page (if individual start times are available). 

In case you want to create another competition based on the current selected one, you can “Save 

as”, enter the new competition key and make your changes. This is ONLY meaningful if you want 

to prepare day two and are in a location without internet connection. 

 

If individual start times have been created, you can launch the Start Countdown page via the 

button “Start”.   

When pressing “Connect” it will be checked that all relevant prerequisites on trial-live.de are met, 

only then you can go online, and data are synced to trial-live.de. 

Competition data can only be modified for maximum five days after the event. This allows you to 

fix e.g. name typos or other participant data after the event has happened and/or regenerate 

reports or championship standings. The result entry page will only be accessible after accepting 

a warning dialog to highlight the potential data manipulation after the event. 

If the check was successful, the initial files are uploaded to the web. In that case the tab as well 

as the status field will be colored green. If the check is not successful, the coloring will be light 

blue. When being on other tabs you immediately can see whether you are in status online or 

offline. 
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In case you stay offline, three files are generated, which can be found in the subfolder htdocs 

within the competition folder: 

• alleKlassen.html – results overview for all categories 

• favoriten.html – shows all categories which have been marked as Favorite 1 

• favoriten_2.html - shows all categories which have been marked as Favorite 2 

Those files can be shown with any local browser without the need of a local web server and can 

be launched via the buttons on the tabs “Overview Layout”/”Layout of Favorites” or by double 

clicking the files. 

Note: these html documents are NOT uploaded to trial-live.de, they are only available for the 

local display of results. 

With button “Lock…” you can enter a simple password to lock certain areas to avoid unwanted 

configuration changes. E.g. you have personal to enter lap results and you do not want them to 

modify any of the configuration data of the competition. To unlock leave the password field 

empty. 

The “Data Privacy…” button allows you to set a password to hide the personal data fields in the 

participant dialog as well as restrict the export of all riders information. 

Synchronizing Data with the Web 

While in mode „online”, all data is automatically synced to trial-live.de.  

Synchronization with trial-live.de can be stopped by clicking the “Disconnect” button.  

Following two states are shown below the label “Status”: 

• Offline – the program is not synchronizing any data with trial-live.de. 

• Online – the prerequisite check was successful and all changes from Trial-Live 

Competition Office are automatically synced to trial-live.de. 

Next to the status field you can see the amount of data transferred since start of the program. 

You will see the data transfer volume of the day, i.e. after a restart the field will be preset with the 

latest saved data volume of the day. 

In the area “Trial-Live Information” different activities are logged. 

Tab Participants 

Here you can document registration and license collection before the start of the race, as well as 

assigning the participants to the different scorings they will be scoring for with that event. 

When using the online registration most of the data is correct and does not need any polishing. 

There are several helpful filters and search functions available to get to the right records fast. 

While typing into the search field all records will be filtered by the string entered. 

Alternatively, you can filter be category or club.  
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Clicking a column header will sort the table alternating ascending or descending. 

Notes with regards to the color coding in the table: 

• All blue colored fields are input fields. 

• If category or scoring fields are colored red, the participant is not in the right age range 

for that category or scoring. Please check the year of birth assign the person according 

to the defined rules. 

• Names that are highlighted in yellow means: participant is already registered, green 

means: license has been collected for the event (licenses are returned after the event). 

New participants can be added clicking the button “New Participant…”. Existing participants can 

be modified or deleted by launching the participant dialog when clicking the participants name 

field. 

With the button “Statistics…” you will get information about how many participants are in the 

system, how many are registered, how many have no start number, … 

 

The columns shown is dependent on the information available. E.g. start times will only show, if 

any start times had been generated before, referrer are only shown, if any are available. 

Most of the columns can be individually hidden or shown. The respective Dialog can be launched 

via the button with the eye symbol: 

 

Using the button “Lists…” allows you to create following lists before the event: 

• Registration list, e.g. to collect the necessary signatures at the day of the event. 

• A check list for the technical check of bike and rider 

• An overview of the registration fee that should have been received 
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• Two types of control lists 

o One list where the points can be added 

o One list where the points can be marked or punched (e.g. on waterproof paper for 

rainy days) 

Using the button “Start Times…” you can create starter lists with individual start times. 

 
The button "Export…" can be used to export various master data to a semicolon-separated list, 

which can then be edited, for example, in Excel. The file is placed under the event title in the 

directory exports. 

Participant-Dialog 

Depending on the competition type (motor bike trial- vs. bike trial) the dialog is slightly different 

to show/modify the relevant data for each competition type. 

Note: the field "Pseudonym" cannot be changed, but if riders pre-registered with a pseudonym 

you can see to which pseudonym the rider matches. 

The buttons "Club", "Team", "Referrer" and "Manufacture" buttons allow you to create new 

entries. The club and the manufacturer can be modified via the button if the respective field is 

occupied. Team and referrer can be deleted in the launched dialog using the button if the 

respective field is occupied. 
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“Nationality” is a selection box with predefined values, but you can also type a different country 

code. The Alpha-2 country codes according to the ISO standard are supported (see 

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/). 

If the dialog was called in the context of a rider in the lower right corner two buttons appear, 

which allows to switch from one rider to the next without leaving the dialog. In addition, the 

"Delete" button is also displayed to remove riders from the data set. 

Club-, License type-, Team-, Referrer-, Manufacturer-Dialogs 

You can add any missing entry to the respective selection list. If an entry is selected while 

opening the dialog, you get the possibility to delete this entry. The following illustrates the 

dialogs in context of the club dialog: 

 resp.  

Registration List-Dialog 

Here you can generate different types of lists. Simple lists are list for 

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/
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• The support during the technical acceptance 

• Section control lists 

• Registration fees 

The registration list is influenced by the options chosen: 

In a two-day event, you can display two fields that the riders can mark when registering. The 

nominal fee amount can be set differently for teenagers and adults and if the club supports its 

own riders, then the list states that the rider has no contribution to pay. 

The registration list can be generated in 

total or per category.  

In addition to the registration list a so-

called block registration list is provided. 

The list contains all riders, that have 

signed for the complete series. 

For registration as well as section 

control/prick lists you can either have all 

the riders from the database listed or 

only those that have registered.  

The registration list header can be 

extended with a separate text that 

indicates special regulations. The 

corresponding text must be entered in 

the data/registration.txt file. If a list is 

created for each category, the text 

appears under the category heading. 

There is a page break before each 

category. 

The reference on the list of nominations 

for riders under the age of 18 (21) is present in any case and cannot be changed. 

In general, at the end of the list (or after each category), some blank lines are provided for single 

day registrations. 

The other two buttons can be used to create additional lists. 

Start Times-Dialog 

Individual start times can be assigned here. Categories can be divided into 2 groups if starts 

should happen in parallel. The start times can be determined based on the start time of the first 

or the last rider. You also need to specify the time between two starters. 

Optionally you can define a pause time between two categories. 
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With "Generate randomized Times" the start times are generated and via "Starter Lists (PDF)" you 

get a total of three starter lists, one sorted by start number, one sorted by name, and one sorted 

by start time. 

If on the participants tab individual start times were manually modified, then you can recreate the 

lists via the “Starter Lists (PDF)” button. 

 

The start lists are in the directory lists and have the localized names start_name.pdf, 

start_start.pdf and start_no.pdf. The document "start_start.pdf" is suitable to assist the organizer 

in the start call. The individual lines are separated with lines and contain start time, start number 

and name of the rider and the front. 

Tab Results Entry 

The lap results are entered on this tab. First, the start number is entered. If a riders start number 

is matching the currently entered sequence of numbers, all fields are filled with the 

corresponding rider data. For example, if the numbers 1, 11 and 110 are assigned to a rider and you 

enter points for the 110, you will see the information for rider 1 after entering the first digit, after 

entering the second digit, the data will be automatically overwritten with those of the rider 11 and 

after entering the third digit then with the data of the rider 110. Thus, one immediately knows 

whether there is a rider for the entered sequence of numbers. 

The color coding of the start number field also provides information on whether the rider has 

been named and whether the license has already been collected. 
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In the upper part of the tab, you can see how many riders of the respective category are still on 

the track or from whom the results have not yet been entered. In the tooltip of the corresponding 

category, the start numbers of the riders are listed. 

 

If the “Mobile data entry is used” is checked, then the current data of the next lap is retrieved 

from trial-live.de for the rider, so that only the missing data must be entered or false data 

corrected. If you want to, you can have the system read the results aloud. Lap data can be 

modified or deleted. 

If individual category start times are assigned, the end time of the competition is queried for the 

rider after entering the last lap. Depending on the rules, corresponding time penalty points are 

calculated. 

If no lap cards are used and you want to download all data at once, you can do so with the button 

“Download Results”. Additionally, to the Results the finish times of the first and last lap are 

downloaded. After that step you need to carry out following steps: 

• Add missing section results 

• Add missing finish times 

• Add additional penalty points 

For simplification you can click on the number field of a category, and you get a drop-down list 

with the riders still on the track. 
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If the setting “Time penalty after first and last lap” is configured for a championship, then the 

“finished by”-dialog is called after entering the lap results for the first lap and time penalty points 

are automatically calculated. Time penalties for the first and last laps will be listed separately in 

this case. 

If for a series also the “time needed for the first lap is relevant” has been configured, then the 

finish time for the first lap will be required to enter and potential penalty points automatically 

calculated. 

If the time needed exceeds the configured grace period, the rider is automatically disqualified. 

It is also possible to document additional penalty points. 

If a play-off is held, the corresponding place in the play -off can be entered via the drop-down 

menu. Example: if places 2 and 3 are equal on points, the winner of the jump -off will be assigned 

place 1 and second place 2 after the play -off. 

Pressing the "Save" button is only required after changes to lap results, in general cases the 

program automatically saves the data entry.  

Tab Reporting 

Various result lists can be created here. These are created locally. If the program is in online 

mode, the result lists are also uploaded to trial-live.de if the results are complete. Incomplete 

reports are not uploaded and can only be generated locally. 

Also, in online mode there is the possibility to generate the championship standings and the team 

ranking or to display the latest uploaded versions. As these functions require the data of all 

previous events, the corresponding lists will only be generated online. 

The headline and subtitle on reports are dependent on the scoring selected. The default values 

from the scoring or the event are preset in the corresponding headline and subtitle fields and can 

be adapted individually. 
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Additionally, you find a hint on that page wrt. using logos on the reports. 

Depending on the event, there are more or fewer entries on the right-hand side of the window, 

e.g., championships without a team rating have no buttons for generating a corresponding report. 

Adding Logos and Sponsors 

The reports can be provided with the club or series logo at the top right. Sponsor logos can be 

included in the footer. 

To do this, the following files must be stored in the "img" subdirectory: 

logo.png - for the club logo 

logo_<series abbreviation>.png – for the respective series logo (e.g. logo_ap.png for the 

Trial Alpenpokal) 

sponsors.png - for the sponsors 

Empty PNG files are present after installation, which can be used as a base. 

Only PNG file format is accepted. Other formats must be converted beforehand (e.g. via Paint, 

Gimp or other tools). 

Creating Reports 

There are different lists of results that are required for an event or series. Different levels of 

detail can be selected for the reports and the appearance of the reports can be influenced via 

options. 

The content of the reports can be refined using options (display the club or place of residence, 

change the order of the names, page breaks after each class, ...) 

A summary version is obtained via the detail level "Rounds/0s, 1s, ...". A slightly more detailed 

variant indicates "rounds and section results". "All results" offers the highest level of detail, this 
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also includes, for example, the driving times, the laps/section results, section statistics, average 

error points of the drivers. 

If necessary, a report can also be generated in a language other than the language used for the 

evaluation tool (does not apply to reports "Championship standings" and "Team rankings" 

generated online). 

If a report is complete, you will be asked to check the report for correctness and to confirm the 

upload of the report. In "Offline" mode, the upload job is written to a queue. The queue will be 

processed the next time you connect to the event on trial-live.de. If you are connected to the 

event, the report is transferred directly to the event archive. If you answer the dialog with "No", 

the report is only generated locally. All reports are stored in the subdirectory "lists". 

If there are "!" in front of names in a report, then not all the rider results are complete. A list of 

riders with their start numbers is displayed in a dialog. Incomplete reports cannot be uploaded. 

Only when all data is complete (either all section results are available OR the rider’s status has 

been changed to e.g., "retired", "disqualified", "did not start" or "excused". 

The missing data must be completed in the "Results entry" tab. 

Honoring List 

If you wish, you can print out a special award ceremony list. This is a special daily ranking report 

with the following properties: 

• Larger font 

• Number of riders started per category 

• Line between rows 

• Rank, start number, name, club, and sponsor 

• Riders are listed in reverse order of placement 

Daily Standing 

The standard report is the daily standing. 

It is generated as follows: 

• Select "All categories" 

• Click „Generate“ (below Result reports” heading) 

The last generated document can be displayed via “Show”. 

A daily report can also be generated for one or more classes. 

Championship Report 

If the event is part of one or more series, each series will be displayed as a selection option in 

addition to the daily standings in the "Select scoring" area. 

The respective championship day report is generated as follows: 

• Select "All categories" (deselect any "Open" categories) 

• Select the championship (below “Select scoring” heading). 
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• Press "Generate" (below “Result reports” heading). 

The last generated document can be displayed via “Show”. 

Championship Standing 

Requirement: Internet access, event is part of a series 

You do not have to be connected to the event to generate the championship score. 

The championship standing can be updated using the "Generate" button below the 

"Championship standings" heading. This function requires the data of all previous events, so the 

report can only be generated with internet access. 

The last generated document can be displayed via “Show”. 

Team Report 

Requirements: Internet access, event is part of a series, series has defined teams 

You do not have to be connected to the event to generate the team score. 

The team report can be updated using the “Generate” button below the “Team report” heading. 

This function requires the data of all previous events, so the list can only be generated with 

Internet access. 

The last generated document can be displayed via “Show”. 

Exporting Results 

It is possible to export the results in a comma-separated list. The data is saved in the "results.txt" 

file in the "exports" subdirectory. 

Tab News 

Here you can write short messages that users see as live ticker above the category result pages. 

In addition, all short messages are sent to a central competition news page. The content is 

identical to the one sent in "News sent so far". 
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“Remove Ticker” removes the ticker messages on the category result pages, but not from the 

competition news. 

“Remove all News” will reset all previous announcements sent. 

It is possible to display the news also on the overview or favorites page. If the check mark “Show 

Ticker on…” is not set, news is only sent to the pages for the mobile devices. 

Example Live-Ticker  

 

Typing in Text in the Virtual notices area allows to submit information directly into the news 

section of the competition, which can be accessed thru each smartphone. 
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Trial-Live Configuration 
The configuration area is a submenu to the main window and will show additional tabs. The 

functionality of those will be described in the next paragraphs. 

Tab Overview 

On this tab a short description of the individual tabs is documented for the configuration window. 

Details of this version can be obtained via "About Trial-Live". 

If a PDF reader is installed on the system, this documentation can be accessed via the button 

"Documentation". 

 

Tab Sections 

Here the sections can be described in more detail. This information is club-specific and is 

therefore stored per club, so that this data can be reused for further events. The names of the 

sections must be unique, the description is helpful for viewers who receive this information via 

their smartphones, or it is used as a tooltip for all sections mentioned in the program when using 

the section abbreviation. 

Optional information is longitude and latitude and will be used to show the exact section location 

to the spectators in Google Maps. 

The number field can be used to specify the section number corresponding to that of the lap 

punch card. This is necessary if, for example, one has explicit sections for the younger riders 

using the same section numbers 1-n, as for the higher categories, which are geolocation wise in 

different sections/tracks. This distinction is only important when using mobile data entry in the 
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section to be able to map the right section results to the correct categories or to notify the 

spectators about where the sections are they want to visit. 

Note: Most lap punch cards offer up to 15 sections, this must be considered in the "No" column if 

more than 15 sections are built. 

 

The section assignment to the categories can be done either via this mask or individually in the 

category dialog. 

The buttons at the edge or at the top can be used to select entire rows or columns. The button on 

the top right can be used to select or reset the entire mask. 

The data is stored when you leave this mask. 

Tab Categories 

This page can be used to verify category information. The start times and the start number 

ranges for each category are displayed. Start time of each category is overwritten automatically 

with first starter of a category, when individual start times are used. 

The following data is displayed per category: 

• Number of laps configured 

• Number of sections 

• Number of riders 

• Number of riders announced 

• Number of riders whose licenses have been gathered (allowed to race) 
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In addition, consistency checks are made and visualized as tooltip per category and by color 

coding the title field and adding hints. Only categories whose titles are green are considered by 

Trial-Live when creating a result web pages. 

 

The start number ranges are required when the point entry is used via the mobile section entry 

app. 

There is the possibility to favor a selection of categories, i.e. to display them via a separate web 

page document. The selected categories can then be separately layouted. The corresponding 

files "favoriten.html" and "favoriten_2.html" are in the directory competitions/<competition 

identifier>/htdocs and are not transferred to trial-live.de. 

For example, the morning and afternoon categories can be displayed separately. 

The respective category dialog can be opened via the colored buttons with the category name. 

Category-Dialog 

On this page, you can change the information for the selected category. 
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The name of the category can be freely 

chosen but must be unique across all 

categories. 

An abbreviation to the right of the category 

name is used on the section tab and as 

identifier for the category results on the 

mobile app. It is recommended to use a 

maximum of 2-3 characters. Here, too, 

clarity is to be maintained. 

The start and travel times of the categories 

must be entered before the start of the 

event for mass starts. 

The description is a required field, it is used 

in the mobile app for further category 

information and is also stored in the category headings. For example, age information can be 

given for bike trial or that certain categories are only treated as training categories and will not 

be scored. 

The categories are initially created with 3 laps of 10 sections. 

Optional: in case used start numbers need to be specified in blocks and commas separated in 

case of nonconsecutive number ranges. 

Tab Overview Layout 

This page can be used to influence the overview layout.  

Layout planning can be done either based on all participants for the given categories or for those 

that are registered or for those who already dropped their license at the registration office. This 

allows you to plan the layout before knowing who will participate in the race and gives you an 

idea whether the space is well chosen. In the boxes, the number of riders registered/ready to go 

riders in relation to all riders are indicated. 

After license gathering, the final layout can then be checked by selecting the box Participants 

(licenses gathered).  If this option is selected, only the final number of participants is visualized in 

each box. 

You can create layouts with two, three, or four columns. 
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If no layout data is available, the tool will provide a default layout using a simple algorithm.  

The placement of the individual containers can be corrected by drag and drop. If an item is 

selected by mouse-down, the color of the field to be moved changes to gray and the mouse 

pointer is changed to a hand until the mouse click is finished. Next, move the mouse on to the 

element in front of which the selected element should be placed. If a column is not occupied, you 

can end the mouse click in the empty column. If you want to insert an item after the last element 

of a column, you can end the mouse click below the last element. If the mouse click ends outside 

the mask or layout field, nothing changes in the layout. 

Above the columns is a row indicating how many rows are needed for this column in total (2 

rows each for the heading plus the rows for the participants in the corresponding category). 

Ideally, you choose a layout that distributes the containers evenly across the area. 

For larger events, a 4-column layout is recommended, for smaller events, the 2- or 3-column 

layout can be beneficial. 

When the number of columns is reduced, all containers from the last column are split into the 

columns and appended at the bottom. 

Note: If there are too many containers in a column, they are displayed smaller in height and no 

longer represent the final layout. This can be checked at any time via the actual generated web 

page. 

The “Preview” button starts the local browser with the local overview page. 
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Tab Layout of Favorites 

Here you can plan the layout for up to three favorites. Which categories are listed here depends 

on which were selected using the hearts on the tab “Categories”. 

If the favorites are changed on the categories tab, the layout is adjusted accordingly. Newly 

favored categories are appended in the first column. 

The layout planning is also done here in using drag and drop. Since only a subset of the 

categories are planned here, you can choose between a 1-, 2- and 3-column view, in contrast to 

the overview layout. 

The “Preview” button starts the local browser with the selected local favorites page. The titles 

appear as headings on the Web page. 
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Tab Scorings 

For championship events, the scoring points are pre-set, and you only need to make a change if 

additional scorings are defined for that event.  

For individual events, a scoring is not set, and you can define it for that event on this page. For a 

ranking list (day scoring) no entry is needed. 

Note: the abbreviation for a new scoring is automatically prefix with a “W”, to avoid any clashes 

with existing championship ids. 

You can set as many scorings as you want: 

 

The abbreviation of the scoring may not be changed for pre-determined scorings to make the 

championship evaluation successful. The abbreviation is also used as the column heading on the 

“Participants” tab. 

The age limit is required for optical control on the “Participants” tab: if the age of the rider is not 

within the specified age range, the rider’s name is displayed in red (example: in the “ADAC E-Kids 

Cup” only children aged 6-10 years are allowed to participate in the championship). 

The entry of the scoring points in the corresponding dialog is made as a comma-separated list. 

The last value of the list determines the scores of all other riders and therefore usually ends with 

a 1 or a 0 depending on the rule of the championship. 

Symbols can be assigned to the scorings. This symbol is inserted on the generated web pages 

either before the name or in the details for each participant who is scored in this scoring. 
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You can also include your own symbols. These must then be in the app/img directory in PNG 

format. The name of the file is then entered in the extra field (without the ending .png). 

For events where results of the riders who are scoring for more than one championship further 

championship configuration becomes visible which allows to map the start number ranges to the 

categories of the “hidden” championships: 

 

With that you can generate reports from the same source for different championships even if the 

scorings and categories are different tot eh category model of the day scoring. 

Hint: predefined scorings can neither be deleted no can the scoring points be changed. 
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Tab Settings 

Various settings can be made here: 

Color for Lap Punch Cards 

A separate color can be configured for each lap. This color is used as background color for the 

respective laps in the "Results Entry" tab. 

Rule in case of equal points 

Depending on the type of competition, riders are scored differently in the event of a tie. In 

international competitions, the lowest travel time counts, in the local competitions the better first 

or better last lap counts. If the lap stands are the same, the rule is applied to the sections. In 

other championships the fastest rider wins. 

Options for the mobile data entry 

If section data is entered directly, then it is recommended to select the option position prediction. 

In this case, the rank of a rider is extrapolated from the average of the previous interim results to 

the total laps to go. 

If the selection is not selected, then the order of the riders is based on the score for the 

respective laps gone so far. 

Here is an example that illustrates the difference between the two options. 

Ranking without prediction Ranking with prediction 
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Pre-documenting the maximum time in a section is used when the section staff also uses the 

mobile app as a timekeeper. The stopwatch then runs backwards starting at the specified time. 

Penalty rules 

Depending on the competition, the maximum time that riders can overrun the targeted finish time 

can be entered here. Those within the grace period will receive additional time penalty points. 

For some championships, the time required for the first lap also counts. If the rider has not 

finished the first lap within half of the total travel time, he will as well get additional penalty 

points within the grace period. 

If a rider is not at the finish line after the grace period has expired, he or she will be disqualified. 

The number of penalty points for an omitted section and per minute for being late can then be 

entered in the text boxes. 

Default Values 

Here you can specify the default value for the nationality/country used by the participant dialog 

when creating new entries. 

Options 

The age limit between adolescent and adult can be chosen. 

In addition, or alternatively, a symbol can be assigned to riders under the age of 18(21). The cut-

off date for all participants in a year is New Year's Day (midnight), i.e. those who were not 18(21) 

on December 31st of the previous year count the whole year as under 18(21), even if they will 

reach the age of 18(21) in the current year. 

Note: All symbols are accumulated, i.e. if riders are under the age of 18 and reported for multiple 

ratings, and each scoring and symbol assignment is made, then the first symbol is displayed in 

front of the name and all other icons appear in the rider’s details on the mobile app. For 

international races, the country flag is displayed in front of the rider’s name. 

In the example, the young riders are identified by a corresponding symbol in the output: 
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The interval for the browser refresh rate determines when the result page is rebuilt. The default 

is 60 seconds. A change needs to be confirmed with the Enter key. 

Data Backup 

Here you can specify on which data carrier the event data should be backed up at regular 

intervals. If the system fails, you can then use the data on another system to set up the current 

state. 

Data Deletion 

Various actions can be performed here. For all destructive actions, there is a security query 

before the action is performed. 

Reset Online Data 

This feature is only available when Trial-Live is online. The results on trial-live.de are deleted and 

rewritten with the local data. 

If you have used Trial-Live in advance and uploaded sample data or tested the mobile input, 

these must be reset before the start of the event. 

Delete Results 

All section results of the riders will be deleted. 

Reset License gathering 

The license gathered check box on the Participants tab for the riders is reset. 

This is useful if data has been transferred from a previous event and only paper acceptance is to 

be redocumented. 

Reset Registration 

The registration check box on the Participants tab for the riders will be reset. If the license 

gathered box was also ticked, this will also be reset. 

This is useful if data has been transferred from a previous event and the complete registration 

process should be reset. 
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For championships with block registration at the beginning of the year, the registration is reset 

only for "non-block-registered" riders. 

Delete Data 

This button deletes or resets the following data: 

• Registration and license gathering (exception block registration information) 

• Results 

• Assignment to the scorings 

Tab Arbiters 

On this tab, the arbiters for the different sections can be configured. This assignment is only 

necessary if the points are to be entered directly in the section with mobile devices (smartphone, 

tablet). Each arbiter requires a login and a password.  

 

The password as any sensitive data is transmitted encrypted. 

Arbiters then register at the following address:  

https://trial-live.de/comp/<competition identifier>/entry.html. 

Further information on mobile data entry in the section can be obtained from the "Documentation 

Trial-Live Mobil" button. 

Note:  Any mobile device can send section data via a valid authentication. Therefore, it is 

important to sensitize the section staff accordingly and to take care that you should configure 
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only a few arbiters per section. Passwords should also be changed from time to time to prevent 

others (e.g., former section stuff) to “take over” a competition as they know how to authenticate. 

Furthermore, it is possible to deposit the telephone number of the competition office, the Red 

Cross staff, and the chief arbiter, so that the section staff can dial the desired phone number 

directly via a corresponding link in the web app. 
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Tipps and Tricks 

The Windows System 

The system running Trial-Live Competition Office and that is connected to the internet should be 

on the latest operating system version (latest updates installed). 

Windows updates should be disabled during the event. 

With Windows 10, there are two ways to prevent this: 

1. Change the Time to  

Windows -> Settings -> Update & Security -> Windows Update -> Change active hours 

2. Pause Update 

Navigate to Windows -> Settings -> Update & Security -> Windows Update either click 

Pause updates for 7 days or click Advanced Options and select a date until to pause 

Creating an Internet Connection 

Depending on the location of the event, an internet connection via a mobile hotspot or via an 

available public Wi-Fi network is available. 

How to set up a mobile hotspot with an internet-enabled smartphone or tablet can be found in 

the following descriptions: 

Samsung: 

https://www.samsung.com/au/support/mobile-devices/enable-mobile-hotspot/  

iPhone: 

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT204023 

If you cannot connect to the internet, only the files are created for alleKlassen.html and 

favoriten.html, favoriten_2.html. 

Preparing an Event 

In advance, the event should be fully configured, so that only the additional riders have to be 

registered on the day of the event and the registration and license gathering needs to be 

documented. 

If you use the mobile points entry app, each arbiter or other section staff should try the app 

upfront, so that authentication works and everyone can operate the app. After a successful test, 

the data must be deleted via the Settings page ("Reset Data"). 

Changes during an Event 

Changes are possible at any time and are also loaded directly on trial-live.de in the "Online" 

status. 

If several configuration changes are planned, it is recommended that you disconnect (on the 

Competition tab) until the configuration is complete and reconnect afterwards. 

https://www.samsung.com/au/support/mobile-devices/enable-mobile-hotspot/
https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT204023
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While being in the competition office, you cannot see what is exposed on the 

externally installed monitor 

If the monitor with the results in the browser is not visible from the competition office/computer 

station, getting the browser into full screen mode is a bit tricky: 

1. With Alt-TAB you can switch between the open applications. Here you select the 

browser, the browser is brought to the foreground (even if you do not see it in the 

competition office). 

2. By pressing the F12 key, the full-screen mode is then switched on. 

3. Using Alt-TAB, you then go back to your application that is on the local monitor in the 

competition office. 

Further Tipps 

You have forgotten the password and cannot return to the configuration area: in the directory 

competitions/<name of the competition> remove the file ".lock" respectively “.dsgvo” and start 

Trial-Live Competition Office again.  
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Error Situations 
All actions are logged in the file "trial-live.log" in the subdirectory "log". Error situations are 

usually displayed to the user as an error message box and stored in the "trial-live.err" file at the 

same time. This file is created only if there were error situations.  

Errors you can fix by yourself 

There are error situations that you can fix yourself. Here we deal with some possible cases. 

The program does not start 

File trial-live.ini is corrupt 

Either values that do not match the desired format have been changed or the encoding of the file 

has been changed. Copy the trial-live.bak file as "trial-live.ini" and restart the program. Both files 

are in the "app" subdirectory. 

Note: Some of the settings will be lost and will have to be reset (e.g. the pre-selected event will 

no longer be displayed, the point card colors for the rounds will have to be set again. 

Wrong event is shown 

In the "Preparation" tab, select the event you want. 

All containers in the overview layout are grey 

No colors have been assigned for the categories so far. Setting the color mapping for individual 

categories in the Categories tab also affects the coloring of the containers in the Overview Layout 

and the Layout of Favorites. 

On the Favorite layout are not categories 

No categories have been selected as favorites. This can be influenced on the Categories tab. 

Errors you cannot fix yourself 

We try to detect all errors and handle them as far as possible. However, it is not always possible 

to adequately reflect on all situations. 

If you encounter errors that you cannot fix yourself, please contact info@gaeu-software.de, 

giving us following hints: 

• Used OS version 

• Type of the user (administrator, standard user) 

• Do you work with „User Account Control“? 

• Version of the Trial-Live Competition Office program 

• Description of the misbehavior 

Ideally, send both log files from the log directory as well as the "events" directory in zipped form.   

mailto:info@gaeu-software.de
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Appendix 

Import Data 

There are two types of imports: implicit and explicit. The implicit imports occur when certain files 

are available in the data subdirectory. 

The explicit import refers to participant data and is triggered via the Preparation tab “Load” button. 

Participant Data 

TrialTool data with the following header (there is no localization of that data): 

Startnummer, Klasse, Nachname, Vorname, Strasse, PLZ, Wohnort, Staatsangeh., Telefon, 

Geburtsdatum, Lizenznummer, Club, Bewerber, Fahrzeug, Kennzeichen, Rahmennummer, 

Hubraum, Startzeit, Zielzeit, Meisterschaft, 2. Wertung, 3. Wertung, 4. Wertung, Nenngeld, 

Versicherung, Nennungseingang, Abnahme, Bemerkungen 

Other records with the following additional or alternate keywords in the header: 

„St.Nr.“ instead of „Startnummer“, „Name“ instead of „Nachname“, „JG“ (alternativ „YOB“) für den 

Jahrgang wenn kein Geburtsdatum vorhanden ist, „Lizenz“ statt „Lizenznummer“, „Reg“ for the 

region, „Geschlecht“, „Verein“ instead of „Club“, „UCI-ID“ for bike trial, „LV“ for state association 

(instead of „Bewerber“), „Team“, „Straße/Nr.“, „Ort“ instead of „Wohnort“, „Land“ instead of 

„Staatsangeh.“, „E-Mail“, „Lizenztyp“ 

Data exported from Trial-Live Competition Office can be analyzed for the localized headings. 

All other heading keywords are compared with the existing scoring abbreviations and read in as 

a score on hits. Scorings that are not available in Trial-Live will be created. 

Bike Data 

If the data directory contains the bike.csv file, this data will be read in for new event. This data is 

then displayed as a drop-down selection in the Participant dialog. 

License Types 

If the file lictypes.csv is in the directory data, this data is read in for each event. This data is then 

displayed as a drop-down selection in the Participant dialog. 

Associations/Referrers 

If the file assocs.csv is in the directory data, this data will be read in for each event. This data is 

then displayed as a drop-down selection in the Participant dialog. 

Clubs 

If the data directory contains the clubs.csv file, this data will be read in for each event. . This data 

is then displayed as a drop-down selection in the Participant dialog as well as in the Competition 

Dialog. If the clubs are marked with the abbreviation "bt", they will be selected at bike trial, for 

motorcycle and electric trial the abbreviation "mt" is used. By default, all clubs without 

abbreviations are displayed in competition setups for motorcycle and electric trials. 
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License Information 

All license information can be found in the app/legal directory in the various module areas. 

These are mainly license information for different Java modules, as the program-open OpenJDK 

is used. 

Trial-Live Competition Office has deposited the following additional documents in particular: 

• The opensource Bouncy Castle API is used for cryptographic areas (encryption). 

This is released with the MIT license. The license is stored in the subdirectory 

de.gaeusoftware.triallivewkb/BouncyCastleLicense.pdf 

• For PDF generation, the opensource FPDF for Java is used. The license is stored 

in the subdirectory de.gaeusoftware.triallivewkb/Java-Fpdf-LICENSE.txt. 


